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Introduction:
●

First real-time dense Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) for Dynamic scenes.

●

Reconstruction of non-rigid scene is obtained
by fusing the RGB-D (which gives us depth
along with RGB images) scans
○ The depth maps are given for every pixel,
most commonly by structured light
method.

●

Increasingly denoised, and complete
reconstructions are produced as measurement
increases.

Related Solutions:

Template Free + Real Time:
KinectFusion: Real-Time Dense
Surface Mapping and Tracking
(Works well for static scenes only
with moving camera)
Non-Rigid + Real Time: (Real
time template tracking)
DART: Dense Articulated Real Time
Tracking

Template Free + Non-Rigid:
Animation Cartography —
Intrinsic Reconstruction of Shape
and Motion

DynamicFusion is the first solution to reconstruct and track dynamic, non-rigid scenes in real time.

Overview of the Solution
●

DynamicFusion solves for a volumetric flow field that transforms the state of the scene at each
time instant into a fixed, canonical frame
○
○

●
●

Usually, canonical frame is the first frame capturing the non-rigid object being tracked.
Canonical model is the model of the object whose shape is defined in the canonical frame. We establish and
measure some initial parameters for the canonical model as references for other frames, and do cumulative
refinement on them.

Following these warps, the scene is effectively rigid, and standard KinectFusion updates can be
used to obtain high quality, denoised reconstruction.
Using the inverse map, each point in the canonical frame is transformed to its location in the live
frame.

Canonical model warped into its live frame
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3D Transformation Formalisms: The Lie Group SE(3)

●

Special Euclidean group SE(3) and its Lie algebra se(3), encode rigid transformation

●

R is the rotation matrix, and r is the translation vector

●

SE(3) is like an “extended” projection matrix, the difference is just that the result is a also
homogeneous vector
○

●

se(3) is the angle-axis form of R combined with r, totally 6 degrees of freedom, called the twist
○

“Parameterized SE(3)”

3D Transformation Formalisms: Quaternion
●

Quaternion is a homogeneous 4-vector
○
,

○

●

Quaternion can be used to encode 3D rotation
○

For a 3D vector:

○

Quaternion

○

■

Rotate

■

Formally:

■

Where

along

counterclockwise by

is conjugation of quaternion

Conjugation of quaternion inverts the rotation assuming unit quaternion
■

3D Transformation Formalisms: Dual-Quaternion
●

The algebra of dual is similar to complex number:
where

○
○

●

is the dual unit that defined such that

Like complex number, conjugation of dual is defined as:

Dual Quaternion is combination of dual and quaternion so it can encode rigid transformation
○

●

For vector

and its Dual-Quaternion form
encodes rotation

○
■

encodes translation

○
■

encodes rigid-body transformation

○
■

●

SE(3), dual-quaternions, and se(3) are all describing rigid-body transformation, they are just
different formalisms on 3D rigid-body transformation.

Truncated Signed Distance Function
●

Using voxels to represent 3D model, but voxels can’t tell
the exact location of model’s surface
○

●
●

Each voxel stores the distance between its center and the
point where ray of sight and surface intersect.
From the perspective of camera:
○
○

●

Storing the “relative location” about surface in each voxel

If the voxel is blocked by surface, store negative value
Otherwise, store positive value

To avoid bad measurement out of bound, truncate the
distance to certain threshold.
○

Also use weights to encode the uncertainty of
measurement.

●
●

is distance and
is the weight for this measurement.
The exact surface location can be extracted by finding
the “zero crossing” points.

This is a Kinect device which helps us in
getting depth levels using an Infra-red
sensor along with RGB Images

Non-rigid Transformation: Warp Field
The state of the warp-ﬁeld

at time t is deﬁned by the values of a set of n deformation nodes

is the 3D position of each node in canonical frame
is the SE(3) transformation, where

is the rigid

transformation for every node
controls the extent of the deformation node’s impact
around it.

Non-Rigid Transformation: Warp Field
Volumetric warp function:

Dual Quaternion Blending:

are the k-nearest transformation nodes to
The circles are the deformation nodes. In c, the twisted part of b is
transformed back into its correspondence in a by the deformation
node on the left. The rays are also transformed according to their
distance to deformation nodes.

Dynamic Fusion Overview
Estimating Warp Field Parameters (Volumetric Motion Estimation)
●

Estimate the volumetric motion with help of warp field parameters using the live depth video.

Fusing Current Frame into Canonical Model (Volumetric Surface Fusion)
●

Fuse current frame into canonical model by updating the TSDF . Non-Rigid Reconstruction can
be generated by warping the canonical model.

Extending the Warp Field
●

The warp field structure needs to
adapt to the newly added geometry.

Estimating Warp Field Parameters
Warp parameters are calculated by minimizing the energy function:

Data term is a dense model-to-frame ICP cost that describes how close the predicted model is to the real
model under.
Regularisation term penalises non-smooth motion ﬁelds, and ensures as-rigid-as-possible deformation
between transformation nodes connected by the regularisation graph topology .
enables a trade-off between relaxing rigidity over the field when given high quality data, and ensuring
a smooth consistent deformation of non or noisily observed regions of space.

Surface Reconstruction and Data Association
The surface can be reconstructed
using Marching Cubes followed by a
standard Rasterization rendering
pipeline from TSDF Values.
The current zero level set of the
TSDF V is then stored as a polygon
mesh with point-normal pairs in the
canonical frame:
These 15 basic patterns can be used
to reconstruct all the 256 possible
cases using complementary and
rotational symmetry

➔

These set of images represent
the Triangulated Cubes for the
15 basic Patterns used in
Marching cubes method of
surface reconstruction

Dense Non-Rigid ICP Data term

: the pixel domain of the predicted images
: Tukey penalty function
: pixel coordinate from the live frame in the pixel domain
: image where each pixel stores the corresponding observed
surface point 3D position in live frame:
and

: canonical model vertices and normals corresponding each

pixel in the canonical frame
is the warp transform function,

,

Estimating Warp Parameters: Regularisation

calculates how consistently nodes move with its
neighbors.
: weight term
: Huber penalty function
and defines the regularisation graph topology

Regularisation Graph Topology
●
●
●

There are total layers in the regularisation
graph
Layer
corresponding to all the nodes in
the warp field
.
Each layer after that is a sub-sampled version
of the previous layer.
○

●

●

each node in layer corresponding to a area with
radius
in the first layer.

Edges are defined to be from each node in finer
level to all of its k-nearest neighbors in the
coarser layer.
is all the node can be reached from the th
node in the
.

Estimating Warp Field Parameters
Efficient Optimization
●
●
●

An efficient algorithm enables real-time tracking and reconstruction
Based on Gauss-Newton method:
Ignore data terms outside
from
,
and we can further approximate by computing only the block diagonal
terms for
○

●

Factorize the Hessian in the regularisation terms with a “arrow-head”
form with block-Cholesky decomposition
○

●

Assuming the effect of each node on the warp function to be independent

Thus we can calculate the Ax=b form problem in a smaller scale and
incrementally using sparse block solvers

The initial estimate of
before non rigid optimisation can be obtained
using the dense ICP introduced in KinectFusion.

“Arrowhead”

Fusing Current Frame into Canonical Model
1.

For each voxel

in canonical frame, get its position

2.

Project

into image plane to get its pixel position in current frame:

3.

Convert

to sensor plane:

4.

Reproject

5.

Estimate the TSDF for

into original position, which is the point on surface:
by calculating Projective Signed Distance Function:

●

6.

If

, ignore this measurement.
●

7.

where

Update TSDF :
●

Where

in live frame:

is the TSDF truncation threshold

Extending the Warp Field
●

●

To ensure all the deformations are represented, over both the newly emerging surface
geometry and soon to be observed space we need to extend the warp field
parameterisation.
This consists of incrementally updating the deformation graph nodes
, and then
recomputing a new hierarchical edge topology that expands the regularisation to include
the new nodes.

Extending the Warp Field
Inserting New Deformation Nodes into
●

●
●

●

:

Given the current set of nodes
, we compute the extent to which the current warp function
covers the extracted geometry by checking the normalised distance from each vertex to its
supporting nodes.
An unsupported vertex is detected when the distance
.
The set
of all unsupported vertices is then spatially sub-sampled using a simple
radius search averaging to reduce the vertices to a set of new node positions
that are at least
distance apart.
Each new node center
requires an initialisation of its current transformation, which is
obtained directly through DQB with the current warp
.

Updating the Regularisation Graph (i.e. constructing the hierarchy):
●
●

Regenerate the regularisation graph from the newly updated
The generation is as defined in the previous slide.

.

Results:
The examples shown in the video, highlight
the ability of Dynamic Fusion to
1.
2.
3.

Continuously track across large motion
during reconstruction.
Fill in initially occluded parts of the
scene.
Generate consistent geometry despite
many loop closures occurring during
the capture process.

Limitations
●
●

●

●
●

Cannot achieve dynamic reconstruction of scenes that
quickly move from closed to open topology.
Large inter frame motions, or occluded regions, will also
lead to an inaccurate surface prediction that prevents
projective data association in later frames.
Reconstruction of highly dynamic scenes leads to
instability of the warp field. ( This also depends on the
regularisation weight, warp-field parameterisation and
the use of a dense data term).
Volumetric TSDF memory limits geometric extent.
As the size and complexity of the scene increases, the
problem of predicting the occluded areas becomes
much more challenging.

Summary
●

DynamicFusion is the first method to achieve real-time, template-free, and non-rigid 3D scene
reconstruction.

●

○

Continuously track across large motion

○

Fill in occluded parts of the scene

○

Generate consistent geometry

It enables a number of interesting applications of real-time 3D scanning and dense SLAM in dynamic
environment.

●

●

Future research needs to be done to overcome following limitations
○

Effective reconstruction of highly dynamic scene

○

Large-scale reconstruction exceeding the geometric extent of TSDF memory

○

Matches under largely occluded scenes

Future improvements are still awaited to be deployed for another best CVPR paper.

